Preserve and protect long-term government electronic records

Trusted active digital preservation for public sector

Meet statutory mandates
Keep digital records authentic & findable over decades
Ensure transparency & public access
Trusted by public sector institutions around the globe

Government archivists and records managers face many challenges in their daily work to meet statutory mandates for recording, indexing, and providing access to public records. Over the past few decades these critical activities have increasingly involved digitized and born-digital records.

Technology obsolescence, and a failure to proactively address these realities, threaten the integrity and usability of public government electronic records. And with open records requests on the rise, the stakes for compliant, efficient long-term records management and retrieval are at an all time high.

1693% growth in state and territorial electronic records between 2006-2016

State Archiving in the Digital Era: A Playbook for the Preservation of Electronic Records, Oct 2018

Nearly half of all U.S. State Archives use Preservica's cloud hosted digital preservation solution to ensure permanent digital assets remain authentic and retrievable across generations of technologies and public records custodians.

Preservica includes everything you need to preserve, flexibly manage, and provide secure access to mandated permanent public records as well as historically significant assets – in one integrated and fully supported application.
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Digital preservation is an essential technology to future proof government electronic records and historical resources and meet legal mandates.

- Active file-format preservation for always readable & usable content
- Flexible collection management & audited provenance
- Secure, immediate & authenticated access for internal staff & the public
- Safe & cost-effective storage with multiple self-healing copies in multiple secure locations
- Easy content acquisition through upload tools
- Manage, enrich and edit metadata over time
- Range of APIs for specific read/write & administrative requirements
- Catalog synchronization for integration with existing systems
- Policy-driven actions with classification and policy control for permissions & information disposition
- Standards based architecture built to conform to the OAIS model (ISO 14721)

Preservica has been certified for the very highest levels of security, reliability and performance for government workloads – including AWS Government Competency.

Choosing Preservica for the public sector

Preservica is available hosted in the cloud or on-premise, and integrates with leading catalog, content management and email systems, making it the perfect choice for government institutions of all types and sizes.

Visit preservica.com for more information or contact info@preservica.com

We heard from other states how Preservica had greatly accelerated their records intake process, taking it from days down to a matter of minutes. We want our records preserved and accessible, but we also want a workflow that is easy for our state to adopt.”

Mary Dunn, Archival Manager for Technology and Access
Arkansas State Archives

“It’s great to be able to collaborate with more local and city government authorities, who are recognising the importance of a cost-effective but secure method of protecting the vital records entrusted to them.”

Sam Johnston, County Archivist
Dorset History Centre

“The fact that digital preservation, flexible collection management, access and content acquisition, like web-harvesting, are all integrated together with Preservica is a tremendous benefit.”

Marta Cilly, Archivist for Research and Outreach
Boston City Archives